NISS Affiliates Update: January 2007

1. **2007 Affiliates Annual Meeting** will be held at the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) in Washington on April 26–27.

2. **Upcoming Affiliates Workshops**

   **February 23–24:** Workshop on Nonnegative Matrix Factorization, in RTP. Related web page: http://www.niss.org/irMF/.

   **March 15–16:** Workshop on Modifying Surveys in Response to Disruptions, at the BLS. Anyone interested in attending should contact Alan Karr ASAP.


2. **ITSEW.** NISS is establishing an ongoing series of international workshops on total survey error, to be known as International Total Survey Error Workshops (ITSEW, or It-So). The purpose of ITSEW is to enable researchers interested in total survey error to meet on a regular basis, in order to review progress on important problems; define pressing current problems in detail; identify emerging research needs at an early stage; articulate a research agenda to address current and emerging problems; and form research collaborations to carry out needed research. ITSEW explicitly seeks to attract and engage problem owners (for example, from official statistics agencies) as well as researchers.

   ITSEW will be held annually, in summer (June or July), starting in 2008, when the planned focus is *multiple sources of error* and the planned location is RTP, with NISS and RTI International (RTI) as co-hosts.

   ITSEW will be overseen by a management committee, to consist initially of Roeland Beerten (Office of National Statistics, UK), Paul Biemer (RTI International), Lilli Japec (Statistics Sweden), Alan Karr (NISS; chair), Jerome Reiter (Duke) and Clyde Tucker (BLS). Each year’s ITSEW will have its own organizing committee tied to the location, and an identified problem area focus that reflects current research needs and the interests of the organizing committee.

3. **SAMSI Events**


4. SAMSI Summer Programs
